THE   CHARMED'CIRCLE
Chance it was, or Providence, that in 18 8 7 led Lane
to that little room  in Vigo  Street whither he hastily
summoned   the   shy   and   meditative   Mathews,   and
whither, obedient to the summons, Mathews came with
his stock of books from the seclusion of Cathedral Yard
in Exeter?    And then, seven years later, when this not
very happily assorted molecule was split into its com-  ;
ponent atoms, Chance was it, or Providence that pliffed
John Lane no farther than just across the way, to Albkny,?
Now, learned and curious minds have been at great'
pains to discuss and to decide what this so-called move-
ment of the Nineties really amounted to, and to dis-
criminate, among the numerous writers who flourished  .
at that period, those who were in, and those who were
out of it.    Was there, they ask in the first   place, any
definite movement at all, and, if there was, then who
belonged to it and who did not?    A vast amount of
ingenuity has been expended in supplying answers to
these two questions.    I fear I shall incur the condemna-
tion,   perhaps,   indeed,   the   scorn,   of these  ingenious
critics, when I tell them that they need not have cudgelled
their brains so much about it; that the answer is really
a very simple one, and very obvious.    The answer is
that those writers and artists were both in and of the
Nineties, who revolved within the orbit of which John
Lane was the centre.    When one of these writers, or
artists, came into the charmed circle, he at once became
ca Ninety*; when he departed beyond its circumference,
he ceased to be 'a Ninety'.    Beardsley and John Lane
were—we see it now—a natural and inevitable com-
bination.    All this is not only because Lane was Lane;
it is no less because Lane dwelt in Vigo Street, King
of a tiny, highly favoured little kingdom bounded on
the east by Nash's Regent Street, and more especially
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